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.Ellenberger's
commentary
'unauthorized'
By Chris Psillas
UNM Director of Athletics to use Ellenberger. "It was most
John Bridgers said Sunday the inappropriate for KOB to use
University will not take legal Ellenberger considering the
action against KOB-TV because circumstances, and I think you
of an unauthorized appearance of know what the circumstances
former head basketball Coach were," he said.
Norm Ellenberger on Friday
Bridger said he will discuss the
night's televised game.
action with KOB-TV general
Ellenberger appeared as a manager Jerry Danzinger.
color-commentator for KOB-TV Danzinger could not be rearhed
without U Diversity approval. In for comment.
the contract with KOB-TV,
Ellenberger said Sunday that
UNM reserves the right to ap· he was not paid for his television
prove any personel changes or appearance.
"When the discussion came
additions to the on-camera
announcers.
up, I looked at it to be a whole lot
The University contract states of fun. I've got a pretty good
that Henry Tafoya will be the knowledge of the University of
play-by-play announcer and Las Vegas coach (Jerry
Keith Griffith will be the Tarkanian) and their playing
analystcommentator.
style.
Bridgers said he did not give
"I guarantee you one thing, if I
KOB-TV the necessary approval thought I would have caused any
to add :Ellenberger to the problems or have hurt anyone, I
broadcast. Bridgers said that he wouldn't have considered doing it
learned of Ellenberger's ap- (the show)," Ellenberger said.
pearence on Saturday.
Ellenberger said he did not
"I didn't realize until Saturday remember whose idea it was that
that Ellenberger was there. he appear on the show. "!think it
Somebody told me he was on the was a spur-of-the-moment idea,"
air, but I thought he was doing a he said.
UNM President William Davis
show for Las Vegas, not
Tafoya's," Bridgers said.
said he had no comment about
Bridgers said he would not Ellenberger's
television ap·
have given KOB-TV permissio'~" pearence.
11HU£ll iiiU

~

Louis Baca, left, and Wilbur· Tabor, director of the UNM
Radiological Safety Office, look over some of the 70 barrels of
/ow-level radioactive waste that was shipped Friday afternoon
to Beatty, Nev. The shipment was the first since UNM's
previous burial site in Richmond, Wash., was closed. (Photo by
Pen-Chi Chou)

(·· ·._,·_.

Norm Ellenberger listens to Henry Tafoya during Friday night's Lobo basketball game. Ellen·
berger's appearance as a color-commentator for the game was a violation of the University's
contract with KOB-7V. (Photo by John Chadwick)

CST adds more test sessions
By Julie Matsko
The Communication Skills Testing program has
scheduled additional testing sessions for the
current spring semester. Besides the two
rema'ining mass-testing sessions, the CST will be
given three afternoons a week starting the end of
February and continuing through late April.
The additional sessions were added to make
scheduling easier and to attempt to provide better
conditions for taking the exam, said Zane Taichert,
CST director.
"The mass-testing in the Anthropology Building
can be uncomfortable when the temperature in the
room reaches 80 degrees," said Taichert.
"Hop~fully the extra testing sessions will prevent
overcrowding and make the test more accessible to
Rtuden ts."
Taichert suggested students take the test early
in the semester because sessions will be crowded
toward the end of the semester. She also explained
the results of the last tests, such as the April 24
testing, are not available until close to the end of
the semester, well after continuous registration has
begun.

The two mass-testings are scheduled for March
24 from 6:30 • 9:00p.m. and for April24 from 3:306:00 p.m. The mass-testings are administered in
the Anthropology Bullding, Room 170, for ap·
proximately 400 or 500 students. There is no signup required; a student just attends one of the
scheduled times. For all testing sessions a student
must bring a pen, UNM identification, and a
dictionary.
The additional sessions are scheduled every
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday from 3:30 to
6:00 on the following dates: Feb. 25-27: March 3·5,
10-12, 25-26 and 31; Aprill-2, 7-9, 14-16, 21-23.
These sessions are held in Mitchell Hall, Room 109~
so there is a space for only 28 students. Students
may reservl'l a spot in one of the sessions by signing
up on a reservation list posted outside the
Humanities Building, Room 267, or by calling 2772406 to make a reservation.
"It is not neccessary to make a reservation,"
Taichert said. "A student can take his chances ami
just attend, but those students that are limited to
taking the test at a certain time are assured a place
if they register."

Engineering recruits women
By Debra Voisin
Ten years ago there were fewer
than 10 women enrolled in
UNM's College of Engineering.
Today there are 350.
Delores Etter, the director of
the Women in Engineering
Program, said UNM enrolls more
women in engineering, percentage-wise,
than
most
universities.
' Etter said a national effort to
recruit women into engineering
has been partly responsible for
increasing enrollment.
In addition, universities have
initiated special efforts to recruit
women and organize women
engineei'ing programs. Etter said
recruiting efforts at the high
school and junior high school
level have been especially helpful.
Special programs, such as the
University's
Women
in
Engineering Program, contribute
to the student retention rate,
Etter said.
"We get women together to get

changing attitudes toward sexual
stereotypes. Ten years ago it was
"negative" for a woman to enter
engineering,
which
was
traditionally a man's field, she
said. But as more women go into
engineering, there are more
female role models for other
women to follow, Etter said.
For the woman who decides to
, seek an engineering degree,
opportunities abound, she said.
Women are going into all
engineering fields rather than
cluster in one department, she
added.
Etter said the job market looks
good.
"Women go where they want.
They get the jobs they want.
They get good salaries," she
said.·
She said a nation·wide study
recently
revealed
that
er1gineering is the only prbfession
where women receive equivalent
salaries for doing the same jobs
men do.
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National Briefs
Hostage release
effort continues
WASHINGTON ~ President
Cart.<1r, saying he was not cast
into t.lw "depths of despair" by
frun'r;
hardem;(l
comments,
Sunday night insisted progress
wafl being made but that ''there
ill no way of telling" when the
hcwtages will be freed.
'!'he President's comments
wt•w his first public reaction to
dt•velopments which appear to
hnV(I eomplicated the negotiating
JlfOCIIIlS,

Ayatollah Ituhollah Khomeini
Haturduy created confusion and
c·on<'l>rn when he declart'<i that
the fate of the hostages will be
de<'irl('(l by Iran's new parliament
· · which will not assemble until
April.
Ask('cl whether he thought the
r,o <'nptives may he kept .until
April, Carter replied: "'!'here's no
way of telling an exact schedule."
"We're going through a period
of int!!nse activity, so there are
wry exll•nsive and very difficult
pffortil being made to n•ach a
Hucerssful resolution of this
crinis," Cart1•r told reporters
upon returning form a weekend
stay ni l'amp David.

US shows military
muscle to Soviets
WASHINGTON - America
has been giving the Kremlin a
display of its military muscle hy
staging amphibious landings,
deploying ships and flying long·
range patrol~ ever since Soviet
combat troops were spotted in
Cuba lnstyear.
Defense Secretary Harold
Brown told the House Foreign
Affairs Committee lust week that
a series of international events
since last October have sparked
an increase in "the size and
tempo of our military exercises."
He could point to several
exercises · as examples of
deployments that probably
would not have taken place if
there hnd been no Soviet combat
troops in Cuba, no Iranian
hostage crisis or no Soviet incursion in Afghanistan.
Brown may have exaggerated

~
~

by United Press International

the stepup in military exercises, deaths of three teen-age girls.
'!'he girls died when their 19'/3
however.
Pinto was hit .from behind and
exploded into flames near
Goshen, Ind.
Ford is expected to complete
its defense by Tuesday, and
NASHUA, N.H.
'!'he Prosecutor Michael Cosentino
Hepublicans trailing George said he is prepared to begin his
Bush in New Hampshire heaped rebuttal the following morning.
scorn on him Sunday for freezing Final arguments in the case could
them out of a debate, but Bush's come as soon as next Wed·
campaign chairman said: "These nesday, after which the jury will
guys aren't telling the truth."
begin deliberations.
'!'he Republican flap arose
Saturday night when Itonald
Reagan invited four other GOP
candidates running in the Feb. 26
primary to join him and Bush in a
debate sponsored by the Nashua
WASHINGTON
The
Telegraph.
governors of the three states now
Reagan paid for the debate disposing the nation's low-level
because federal authorities told nuclear waste made it clear
the newspaper it would violate Sunday that their colleagues
the law if corporate funds were must begin accepting a fair share
used. But the paper retained of the atomic garbage.
control of the program and it
Governors Dixie Lee Ray of
refused to change the format Washington, Richard Riley of
form a one·on-one debate to a South Carolina and Robert List
multi-candidate forum.
of Nevada commented on the
After they were introduced issue !lB they took part in the first
briefly on stage, the four added meeting of a federal-state local
candidates left the room group created by President
Saturday night and one by one Carter to solve the waste disposal
sharply denounced Bush for problem.
refusing to go along with the
During the opening day of the
Reagan invitation.
annual winter meeting of the
Sunday, the newspaper's National Governors Association,
executive editor, Jon Breen, other chief state executives from
called the complaints "cheap across the country also focused
theatrics," and said Bush had on the issue of where to dump
been willing to expand the hazardous chemical waste.
debate. The newspaper, not
The three·day governors
Bush, insisted on the t.wo·man conference · · which will consider
format, he said.
the nation's trade problems involves meetings between the
governors and cabinet, White
House and congressional of·
ficials.

Bush criticized by
GOP candidates

Governors discuss
nuke waste issues

Ford to present
vital evidence

WINAMAC, Ind. - Ford
Motor Co. attorney James Neal
says he will introduce a document
extremely damaging to the
prosecution's case when the
reckless homicide trial against
the automaker resumes today.
Neal would not say what the
document was, but he and some
of his legal assistants described it
as a "bomb" that will greatly
boost Ford's stock in Pulaski
Circuit Court.
Ford is charged with reckless
homicide in the August 1978,

People in the news

Bank siege ends,
robber surrenders
BEREA, Ohio - A bank
robber once included on th!l
FBI's 10 most wanted list
released the last of six hostages
and gave up p!lacefully Sunday
!lnding a 23-hour bank seige.
The suspect, identified as Earl
Ellery Wright, 50, Parma,
surrendered
after marathon
negotiations with FBI experts
and a woman described as a close
friend.
An FBI spokesman said
Wright fonnerly was on the 10
most wanted list but he did not
explain why.
The hostages, including the
three released earlier, were
reported unharmed. All but one
- the husband of one of the
tellers- were bank employees.
Wright was arrested on federal
bank robbery charges and faces
possible state charges of armed
robbery and kidnapping. He was
being held without bond, pending
arraignment today before a U.S.
Magistrate in Cleveland.

'Tree People' try
to rescue 2 people
LOS ANGELES - An en·
vironmental group called the
"Tree People" began building a
bridge Sunday across a 16-foot
wide gully formed by storm rains
and runoff last week to reach two
elderly people stranded for
several days.
A search resumed for the body
of a man missing for a week after
he attempted to save a boy from.
a flood-swollen river.

A spokeswoman for th!l Tree
People, Irene Nickels, said a
neighbor of the isolated couple
has an intact bridge on his
property but wm not allow
anyone to pass.
The isolated couple, in their
70s was identified as Harold
Steimmle and his wife.
'!'he unidentified neighbor
stood on his own bridge Sunday
morning with a gun in hand,
Nickel said.
She said about 40 people
started Sunday morning with
two 20-foot long utility poles and
donated lumber to reach the
Steimmles. Some neighbors have
been throwing food to them for
the past few days.

Alan King relaxing
For the past four weeks, Alan King has been working day and night
promoting his latest flick, "Just Tell Me What You Want," while
producing another - "The Wolfen," starring Albert Finney. So he
decided to spend a couple of weeks relaxing. His idea of relaxation - a
two· week gig at the Sands Hotel in Las Vegas. King says club dates
are vacations - and while he's taking this one he's working on his
April20-27 tennis classic. And that's why he's rich.

Hispanic actors enlisted
The National Spanish Television Network is worried that Hispanics
may refuse to cooperate this year with federal census takers, so Jose
Ferrer has been enlisted to help tum the tide. Says FelTer, "in order to
be heard, you have to exist statistically. Any minority wanting a voice
has to say, "look, there are exactly x•millions of us and we count!"

266·5729
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Town threatened
by poisonous gas
CERTIFJED
PHILADELPHIA An
inferno feeding on coal reserves
burning beneath the tiny town of
C!lntralia threatens to poison its
population, the Philadelphia
Bulletin reported Sunday.
The fire started about 20 years
ago beneath the surface of the
Schuylkill County Town, and
continues to spread through
abandoned anthracite coal
tunnels, the newspaper said.
Local, state and federal
governments . have spent $2.8
million trying to extinguish it,
without success.
But residents believe the levels
of carbon monoxide gas and
underground temperatures which in some backyards have
registered 720 degrees - are at
their highest and most lethal, the
Bulletin reported.

EASTERN
WE HAVE TO EARN OUR WINGS EVERY DAY

Ed McMahon is going for a show of his own, and showtime entertainment of New York is taping the pilot. Jeffrey Reiss, president
of the national pay television network, says the 75·mirtute variety
program - featuring Phyllis Diller and The Dallas Cowgirls ~ will be
filmed in Dallas May 18, during the National Cable Television
Association Convention. Showtime is looking for other guest stars for
the kickoff.
Jerry Lewis had not made a movie for eight years. Then came
"Hardly Working," and in Europe, it's giving the lie to its title.
"Hardly Working" seems to be working very well. It grossed a
phenomenal $768,000 in its first three days at 100 German theaters.
Lewis ·- who also directed the flick - co-stars with Deanna Lund and
Susan Oliver.
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The Ed McMahon show

.Jerry Lewis makes movie

But we need help
Donate blood plasma
and earn extra cash
Yale
Blood
Plasma

I
I

0

....,...,.,Villa HAIRDESIGNS ~
A UNISEX SALON

u

Call Now for Appoinbnent
255-3279

*SANVO

AM/FM Stereo Cassette
Portable Recorder

LatCI¥e1te

FAIR PLAZA

WITH COUPON
THRU MARCH 11

SIERRA VISTA

Lomas & San Pedro
Montgomery & Eubank j
_____________________________________________________
255-9933
294·4422

GOLDEN
FRIED
CHICKEN
1830 Lomas

FLY EASTERN TO DALLAS/FT. WOR·
TH, ATLANTA AND 63 CITIES
BEYOND. YOUR TRAVEL AGENT OR
EASTERN CAN HELP YOU MAKE
YOUR TRAVEL PLANS AND ASSIST
YOU IN CHOOSING THE AIR FARE
BEST SUITED TO YOUR NEEDS.

Offer expires

Fatso's Subs
Hours
Mon-Fri Sam to 9pm
Sat-Sun Noon to 8pm
Next to McDonalds

255·3696

Pos

Pasta
Salads
Vegetarian
Meals
Deserts
Breakfast

l'al.(t•
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New football housing rules planned

Editorial
DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau

Get politics out of the Olympics
Ever since President Carter
proposed a U.S. boycott of the
summer Olympic games scheduled
for Moscow because of Soviet
interference in Afghanistan,
Carter's detractors, both at home
and abroad, have been crying out
that politics should be kept out of
the Olympics.
This is a marvelous ideal and the
world would be a wonderful place
indeed if tho Olympics actually
pitted individual athletes against
each other, but that is not the way
it works. What happens is a subtle,
omnipresent competition for
prestige among the major powers,
and it is especially pronounced

between the U.S. and the
U.S.S.R. When the gold medals
are tallied at the end of the
Olympics, you had better believe
the Soviets point to each one as a
symbol of the success of the
communist credo, just as the U.S.
attributes each of its medals to the
fundamental moral soundness of its
way of life.
The U.S. hockey team pulled off
a major upset by defeating the
Soviet hockey team 4-3 Saturday.
Before Saturday's loss, the
U.S.S.R. had not lost an Olympic
hockey game since 1968 and the
last time they did not win the gold
medal was in 1960 - also due to a

U.S. upset. Sunday the U.S. beat
Finland 4-2, and for the second
time in 20 years we take the gold
medal.
After the Saturday victory over
the
Soviet
Union,
Carter
telephoned the U.S. locker room to
congratulate the players and to
invite the team to visit the White
House Monday, Coach Herb
Brooks said.
"He just said we made the
American people very proud, that
we reflected our ideals in the
country, for what we stand for,"
Brooks said.
So much for keeping politics out
of the Olympics. The Lobo, too, is

very proud of the hockey team and
of the five-gold-medal whiz-kid
speed-skater Eric Heiden, as well.
The Soviet Union's heavy walking
and
big-stick
wielding
in
Afghanistan makes the hockey
victory that much sweeter.
The Olympics are extremely
political and Carter's boycott
proposal points out the essential
discrepancy between the Olympic
creed and most nation's Olympic
aspirations. Great athletes like
Heiden (and his summer analogues
who may loose their chances to
prove themselves) ohould be able to
compete as individuals, not international pawns.

Letters
Biased Lobo
Editor:
In response to your editorial
appearing on Wed., Feb. 20, 1980, I
must add something that sheds
some light on the subject of the
surveying of public opinion and
what can and should be derived
from the results of the survey
conducted by ASUNM.
First of all, I am in total
agreement that the results should
not have full bearing, as concerns
the budget process of ASUNM. I
also agree that "statistics can be
manipulated and logic formed to fit
an argument.'' Being "that Senate
Finance Committee member," who
suggested that the Lobo not
receive the $4,000 appropriation, I
confess that this argument was
unfounded.
However at the same time the
Senate Finance Committee, being
responsible for the ways in which
student funds are being spent,
must also take into account the
way in which the request is drawn
up. In the Lobo's case, the line item
presented read, "subscriptions $4,000." After questioning the
representatives of the Lobo who
were present at the meeting,

!which I might add did not Include provement in the Lobo, in the near by a constitutionally established
the editor), it was found that the futurG. I would also suggest that government. There is large political
money was to be spent by the the Lobo begin its improvements in involvement at all levels, especially
by Taiwanese. Their press is much
Lobo, for newspaper improvement. its editorials.
Whether or not this be the case,. if
-Lawrence D. Trujillo like ours, other than a few sensitive
these were the intentions of the
-ASUNM Senator items. Their living standard is
second only to Japan in East Asia.
Lobo why was this not .specified in
The large majority support their
the appropriation bill?
government willingly. They do not
These are the type of questions
support the violence of the "Free
which must be answered in the
Taiwan" movement, however. This
Senate
Finance
Committee
movement has been around a long
meetings. If they are not able to be Editor:
I am writing in response to Mark time and has been given voice, but
addressed by the representatives of
any organizattion, then it is my job Wesselman's letter on Taiwanese it is not popular.
and all other committee members freeedom. Newsweek presented a
I have lived in Taiwan and know
to find out the answers before any terribly biased report of a recent its people. I know they exercise
funds are given out.
incident in Taiwan and made no much personal freedom. They
Perhaps Charles Poling could attempt to investigate the other understand and accept the few
have more adequately addressed side.
restrictions they live with, realizing
his appropriation bill for the Lobo.
Sixty-one demonstrators were some sacrifice insures their
In any case, the survey argument arrested in Taiwan, but not without prosperity. We cannot judge
was but one in many,
reason. About 400 "Free Taiwan" Chinese history, society or culture
I agree that ASUNM should take demonstrators
gathered
in by our standards, and their current
the poll somewhat "with a grain of Kaohsung, bringing weapons with issues are not easy for us to unsalt.'' At the same time however, them. The demonstration was a derstand.
students should be aware of the violation of law, which prohibits
I believe our sale of military arms
biasness of the media, in this case public assemblies during a yearly to them is wise. A better issue to
the Lobo, for publishing a one- 90·day period of winter security question is our granting of most
sided argument in favor of it measures. Over 180 police were favored nation status to Red China
receiving a $4,000 appropriation for injured
and
many
were - a privilege supposedly granted to
newspaper improvement.
hospitalized. No demonstrators nations with a good human rights
By the time this is published, if it were injured. All arrested will be record. The freedom now exis at all, the Lobo will have most given open trials.
perienced in Taiwan is still a far off
likely received its funding for imTaiwan is not a democracy by dream for those Chinese under
provement. I would ecourage western standards, but is a one- communist rule.
students to look for this im- party authoritarian state governed
-Kenny Ellison

Look at both sides

By Julie Matsko
A new housing rules proposal
for UNM football players has
been sent to President William E.
Davis, Associate Dean of
Students Randy Boeglin said
Friday.
UNM's hE>ad football Coach
Joe Monirmn proposed new
hoUEJing ruh~s for next year's
team members, Boeglin said.
A memorandum was sent to
Davis by the Housing Athletic
Liason Committee at Morrison's
request, Boeglin said. The
proposed changes would end the
recent football housing rules
initiated last fall by former hE'.ad
football Coach Bill Mandt, he
said.
Under the Mondt plan, some
40 team members were isolated
on the second floor of Hokona
II all. The plan was dt•signed t(J
provide the players an area in
whkh to build team spirit,
RoPglin said. aA wrll aA tn at-

tempt to cut down on the
disciplinary
problems
some
players were having. The plan
limited visitation - no women
were allowed - provided a live-in
coach and academic advisor, set
~trict study timP and restricted
access to the floor to only players
and cou;:hrf.. Mandt's rules called
for a!! fre&hmen and sophomorl's
to live on campus and gave
juniors and seniors the option to
live off campus. Boeglin said the
plan has proved tQ he a success
and that disciplinary distur.
bance~
have
decreased
dramatically.
"Mondt had his way of doing
things and I have mine,"
Morrison said. "I like for our
athletes to fit in with other
Rtudents. Their student life on
campus is as important as their
athletic life."
To put his players back in the
.mainstream of student life,

Morrison said he plans to
desegregate the players and
disperse them through Hokona
Hall -- freshemen on tlw third
floor, sophmores on the Sl'Cond
and juniors and seniors 011 the
first. The proposed changes
would
require
frpshml'n,
sophomor('S and juniors to liw 011
eampus, he said; only seniors
would be given the option to livl'
off campus.
"UndPr Mandt's plan, playertt
were living all owr the doggone
city," Morrison said. "Some
lived as far as twenty minutes
from school. If these changes go
through we wlll have a better
coach-player relationship because
we will have more coach-player
contact."
In addit.on to the propsed
desegregation, Morrison said he
has abolished the visitation
limits and women are now
allowed onto the football floor.
He added th(' new plan lllliY

continue the current live-in cmwh
as well as the studt>nt advisor.
Morrison said the players would
continue on scheduled At.udy
lJ('riods.
"While thl' M nndt approach t.o
housing has provrn ,qu(~cessful,"
B<wglin said, "I philisophirally
support Morrison's plan til
a:>similat.P ~lthletl's into I h<•
student body. I thinlt it i.'•
healthiPr for the athh>te."

fi Of.'glin said thP propOA!'d
chang<!S would increase the
number of players living in
Hokona from 40 last. fall to
approximately 50 to 55. He said
thf.' new plan would work if th<'
players know what is expl•cted of
them. Morrison's proposals will
be reviewed by th<> ad·
ministration, Boeglin said, and
the current living arrangements
on the second floor of Hnltona
will continue throughout the rPst
of this semestrr.

By Steve Thorp
Albuquerque adults say they
want to attend post-secondary
schools if new opportunities were
created, a survey released in
September by the Albuquerque
Urban Observatory showed.
Respondents said the biggest
needs are business courses and
secretary skills training.
The survey, commissioned in
1978 by UNM and the
Albuquerque
Technical
Vocational Institute, surveyed
4,286 adults.
The respondents expressed a

need for financial aid, counseling
programs
and
com•enient
parking facilities. They said they
wanted classes to deal with
occupational education, cultural
activities and upgrading job
skills.
Class
schedules
create
problems. Most respondents
want classes that meet once a
week for three hours scheduled
after 6 p.m. on Monday through
Thursday.
UNM and TVI have worked
together to try to clear some of
the problems. They have

developed associate degree will malw it safer for the evening
programs
and
implement students.
specific,
jointly
offered
UNM President William E.
programs.
Davis' general education task
UNM Provost McAllister Hull force is looking into other imsaid UNM has been working on provements to help the non·
the problems for a long time.
traditional students, Hull said.
"The College of Education and
"At this time there is no real
Human Services offers an close interaction between UNM
associate Secretarial of Science and TVI," he said
degree in conjunction with TVI."
Parking has always been a
problem, he said. "I don't blame
the people for complaining. We
are thinking of extending the bus
~ Oa\rid Brownlee speaks on The Central
service to the parking lots. This Ucture
Building of the World or John Ruskin and the Royal

No.102

The New Mexico State Board of Education has
approved. for the next five years, all teacher
education, guidance and school administration
·
'd R o d enc
• W agoner,
programs for UNM,
SBJ
associate dean for curriculum and instruction for
the College of Education.
"On Feb. 12 we received the board's approval for
all of our programs," Wagoner said. "UNM is the
0. nly state institution which has had all of its
prograinS approved, and for the maximum period."
- - •
Wagoner said a state institutton
wanting its
programs approved must make a report to the
.
descn'b ing
Educational Standards CommissiOn
what programs it offers for teacher education.
"The commission sends a team of 11 educators

Bhu" Grass
\:1.·1t!l ) lil' ( 1.\H htlh'U

Wedaw~di1y

H:30 p.m.

$1.00

Jazz Trio

lhl' Bl,;•.klolllll H.nmltnn J.J.'<' J,;.,
Thursday S::JOpm '1" 0 /pnMlil
>2° 0 /umph•

Glad Rags

Ht> lwd Ll<Mr .uJt!"'( il.ul fi,,q·."
" ho,.,d nova, rhvtlun,-. hill•''•
Friday 8::-10 $2.00/(>er~on
$3.00/ wuplt•

An ()Jcf World
Ho!l~e.
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Arti~t·;
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Turt,l i~ OP<'Il for

lur1th, ~(·rving delidou~ M<'•<h .m
& Gut~tt•nMI,m ~tH.'l'l foods ~m!cn
d<!y'> a Wt'l'k. Dinner<, arl' .,l.'fl!<'d
d<~ily until 10:00 p.m. Hour<,; '-,mi
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Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $20.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center

Courts ur Jushce or Geotge Edmund Sln:cl", today,

3 p.m •• in the Fine Arts Center, Room 1020. Free.
Prf..MtdJut ProfHtlons ........ Club meets loday, 1

p.m., in Ortega Hall, Room 153. Willard Porter-will
spi!ak on acupuncture.
L«ture - John Will, internationally ••hibitcd
paintcrandprin(makcr,•P<•k<onhiswnrktonightat
8 in the Fine AriS Cen1c:r, Room 2018. F.tee.
stodont E><honge - Discussion with George

education to check the report for its validity," he
said. "Based on the institution's report and the
team report, the standards commission decides
• d o f approva1 t h e mstJtutiOn
• • • s h ould h ave
w h at k. Ill
and for how many years, up to a maximum of five
years."

Halwatsch of .Kansai·Oaidai Unhrersity in Osaka,

Japan, Mon. today, 8 p.m .. •t International
Programs and Services, 1111 Roma NE. Anyone
intcrcsled in Asian Studies and/or in studying in
Japan is urged to attend.

Bam-2:30pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991

MECM- MeotsTuesdoy, Feb. 26,7 p.m.

He said the programs at UNM were also ap·
proved for seven years by the National Council for
the Accreditation of Teacher Education.
"The approva1 o f the NCATE d oes not h ave t h e
same legal implication as that of the state board' s, " W agoner sru'd • "I t IS
• more o f a s tatua t bing,
but it does show us where we stand in comparison
with other colleges of education across the

By AI Louis

Senior Rtcftal - luanne Ricer chninct, 'Tuesday~
Feb.26,B:ISp.m,inK<IIcrHoli.Frce.
Dndlln• - for applications for mmlc s<holorships
offered by Sigma Alpha Iota is Friday, Feb. 29.
Fonns at the UNM music department olfiee.
Auditions will be held Mon.j March 24 at 4 p.m •• In
the Fine Arts center, Room 1111. call Felicia
Piscitel!i at 277·5907 or 2%-0396 for further inforrnauon.
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double spaced on a 60·~pacc line and signed by
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telephone number. They should be no longer
than 300 words. Only the name of the author will
be printtd nnd names will not be withheld.
()plnlons! Orunions must be tl'pcd. double
\flaccd on a 60-sJ'lBCc line and signed by the
author with the author's 11an1e. address and
tclcphon~ number. They should be no longer
than SOO word~j Only the name of the author will
be printed and names \\>ill not be withheld.
The lhiiY Lobo docs not guaratuee
puhhtatiort.
All submi5Sions become the property of the
~cw Mexico tblly Lobo and will be edited ·ror
length or Jibclous content.
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Th-: New Mtdco Dairy lobo i~ published
Monday through friday every reaulat week of
the UniYersit:Y year, weekly during dosed and
finals weeks, and weekly during the summer
session by the Board of Student l'u'blications of
the Univcrsily or New Mc1tko, and is not
finttnclally nssochtted with UNM. Second class
posta-ge paid at Albuquerque. New Me;cico
87UI. Subscription rate is StO.OO for the
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Inspired U.S. Hockey Team
brings home Olympic gold
LAK!<: PLACID, N.Y. (UP!)
'rhe U.S. hockey t<>,am made a
grt-at. Amerkan dream a reality
on Lhl' final day of the Winter
Olympics Sunday by bringing
home the gold medal for the first
time in 20 years.
Led by the inspired play of
gouliP Jim Craig and spurred on
by a screaming, flag-waving
crowd of H,500 which included
Vice President Walter Mondale
and President Carter's daughter,
Amy, the Americans came from
IH>hind with three goals in the
final period to defeat !~inland 4-2
and ncld the final chapter to its
"Cinderella" story.
It took third period goals from
The hockey team - youngest Phil Verchota, Rob McCianhan
thiH country has ever put and Mark Johnson to clinch the
together for an Olympics truimph.
As soon as the final buzzer
l•aptured the heart of America
Friday with its politically soundt->d the players threw their
chargl>d 4-a upset victory over Hticks and gloves high into the
the Hoviet Union, host country of crowd and mobbed Craig.
LhP boycott·t.hrentened summer
The crowd poured into the
Olympics.
streets and, despite a steady
Conrh Herb Brooks and team snow, started another celebration
t•aptain Mike Eruzione both similar to the one which rocked
spoke on the phone with the this tiny Adirondack village
President after Sunday's victory. l•'riday night after the victory
"Tell the whole team we're over the Soviets.
l'Xtremely proud of them," Carter
"I'm so happy the Americans
told Brooks. "'!'hey played like won," said Czeckoslovakian
true champions. We're so refugee Ilona Kunagl of Monproud."
treal.
"They beat those
The U.S. team, a collection of professionals - the Russians and
unheralded amateurs who have Czechs - and now they've won
played together only seven the gold medal."
months, started off sluggishly
Kunagl, who excaped from her
an~ ~!lile~_2_-l after two periods. . native Prague after the Soviets

XIII OLYMPIC
()(")()WINTER
'()v.GAMES
LAKE
PLACID

1980

Lobos nip conference leader Utah

marched into Czechoslovakia 11
years ago, said, "It's like a
miracle. I did not think it was
possible."
Ray Boucher of Attleboro,
Mass., said, "This is fantastic.
For such a young team, they
were really aggressive and
poised."
The gold medal was the first
for the U.S. in the games other
than the record five won by speed
skater Eric Heiden. It was the
12th medal overall for the
American Olympic contingent.
It was the first gold medal won
by a U.S. hockey team since
1960.
Dave Christian, whose father,
Billy, and uncle, Roger, were
heroes on the 1960 team, set up
the tying goal with a dazzling
rush from his own end. Christian
carried the puck down the right
side and sent a cross-ice pass to
Verchota, who scored his third
goal of the tournament on a 20foot angle shot to the far corner
at2:25.
Less than four minutes later,
and just after the crowd started a
chant of "we want gold,"
Christian's backhander from the
point was stopped by Jorma
Valtonen. BuL Johnson dug the New Mexico's Kenny Page was hard to stop Friday night at
puck out from behind the net and the Pit, scoring 29 points against Nevada-Las Vegas. But the
centered it to McClanahan, who Rebels grabbed their 20th victory of the season defeating the
slid his fifth goal of the tour· Lobos 84-68. (Photo by John Chadwick)
nament through Valtonen's pads
for a 3-21ead .

;********************f
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Neil Silllllll 's N•·wnt /lit Comedy

chapter two
In Concert

Thursday
March 6

Wladimir lochanslri, pianist

8:15

HOUSTON BALLET

Sat., March 8

8:15

By Martin Janowski
The UNLV-UNM basketball
game Friday night keeps coming
back like some sort of an impossible, incredible nightmare.
The Lobo loss itself, an 84-68
rout in a game that was not as
close as the score indicates, was a
painful enough experience. But
the memories and impressions
brought back from the game keep
reappearing likEI old photos in a

Weekend
\Yrap-ttp
BASEBALL- The: lobos Jost,li·S~ to Nebraskatn
!hcJr fnr.t game o( the Las Vegas Desert CJ;mic
t'm:la;\, and then l:amc ha~.:k to beat hor;t UNLV. ~-4.
The} ·returil ht1me: to play NMSU an a doubleheader
t cb. 26 at I t'l.tl1. at the AlbuqucrqueSponsStadaum.
IIASKETUAI.l. - The I obn men los!. 84·68, to
l"~l V Fuday nt Um·u:r$iLY Aretta. Tin~ Lobo "'Omtn
J~t,t, 90·72, tn nve f'riday but beat l!lah. 67·64,
Saturday ut the Pi!.

(;Q[.F -The tobn men fimshcd flflh of 1~ tcam'J
m tht: Jolln Burn~ lrhi1<1t10nal Saturday in Honolulu,
\\llh 1~14~ ~lrnkc~. Sun Jmc Slate look lop honor~.
\\ ah ', WR <oaokco;.
JfOCKf:\' - The 1 oh1~ \1-t~n. 8·2, and lo<,l, HIA1,
w 13\'U m Ptl'l'!.l.l.Snturda"'·
l.A('Jt{)~~f-:--- TIIC I :i.. ro·m:o tc.Jm'.; '!C'J'itm opener
\\,1'> ~.anccU~d Snturdav. Actitm v.ill begin n~llt
·

l.iKIISCi ~- 'Ihr l~~~t \Hltnel\'<1 !!ki lcJm finisll4'~•
f111H!ll .a the AlA\\." rcgronal (~Uahl~mg Saturday ru:

Wu:tn l'mk. t -t~t~·radn~ with !9 f10ims.
rtc~c w,..~lmin(!, IMth J~O :Ptlintr.
lllA('I\ -

t\\rl\c

:earn~

bdt:nd firGl·

The Lobo \\-omo::n fim-.hd m.lh or
~he- WA(' n11d k.cgimt ScHm Indoor

in

f h;U'I'lf'Jnn•bipc, ~n p,,._.J!CHll, Jdnl1o. CN~f had 3':'

;twt1••. Li Tl P finio:.hcd fn'>t, "ith 108 pmnts The
I t<ho mtn fuuc.hcd f<,lnth uf ~.i-.c rc.1m~.- 3'> liT[:p al~o
'-"ri:IrrJ !he-mcrt".;.li!!c.

scrapbook. It was a game
comprised of stark contrasts:
CLICK! Acting Lobo coach
Charlie Harrison is sitting
somberly on the bench watching
the running Rebels of NevadaLas Vegas warm up before the
game. He bears a strange
resemblance to a sacrificial lamb,
of a Christian about to be thrown
to the lions.
CLICK! Norm Ellenberger,
looking more and more like the
ghost of Lobo victories past, puts
on a headset and does the color
analysis for KOB-TV along with
Henry Tafoya and Keith Griffith.
Ellenberger seemed relaxed and
mellow, showing none of the
tension associated with his
coaching days last season.
CLICK! Jerome Henderson,
ineffective in the first half, picks
up three fouls in the first ten
minutes and is forced to sit down.
The Rebels own the boards in the
first half, pulling down 27
rebounds to the Lobos' six.
CLICK! The Lobo zone is
designed to force UNLV to shoot
from the outside, giving up the
long shots. Unfortunately, the
Rebels pop in 35-footers with
greater ease than lnyups.
CLICK! Kenny Page keeps the
Lobos dose in the first half with

preCISIOn shooting, cutting the
margin to 32-30 with six minutes
to go. A patented Rebel scoring
rush soon follows and the score at
halftime is 48-34 in favor of
UNLV.
Michael Johnson
CLICK!
leaps up above the rim, grabs the
hall with one hand, pulls it down,
and flips it to a guard, never
using his other hand. Johnson
and Sidney Green put up
monstrous dunks over the
shorter and outmatched Lohos.
CLICK! Henderson dribbles
the length of the court, goes up
for the slam dunk and bounces it
off the back of the rim, sending it
caroming out of bounds. Henderson finishes the game 1·4 on

dunks.
CLICK! Near the end of the
game, the basset-hound face of
Rebel Coach Jerry Tarkanian
cracks a smile and "Tark the
Shark" jokes with his players
and assistants on the bench.
CLICK! Henderson walks
slowly up the ramp after the
game, head bowed, refusing to
sign autographs for the children
calling to him above the ramp.
CLICK!
Ellenberger
congratulates Flintie Ray
Williams and other members of
the Rebel team outside their
dressing room after the game.
Happiness radiates in the area,
with jokes, jibes, and compliments being bantered about in

contest
a festive atmosphere.
CLICK! An atmosphere of
silence hangs heavy over the
Lobo dressing room. The Lobo
players sit around dejected after
showering waiting for Harrison
tG appear for a special team
meeting after the game. The only
ones talking are the assistant
coaches, Marvin Johnson and
Dan Davis. They talk about what
the Lobos should have done, how
they lost concentration, did not
rebound well, failed to capitalize
on opportunities, etc.
CLICK! Ellenberger talks
freely after his broadcasting
debut. "It's always a thrill to be
in the Pit. This was just another
kind of thrill for me."
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Marquez showed in both Friday's and
Saturday's games her ability to take and
dish out physical punishment. Marquez
spent most of the Utah game diving on the
floor after loose balls, penetrating the lane
and decking several Utah players. "Sally
just plays very aggressivfJly. We use her
for her ability to penetrate as a point

guard," Marpe said.
The Lobos played over their heads a bit heartstopping action and falling bodies.
Utah took the lead 64-63 with 30
in the first half and Utah returned strong
in the second. With less than eight seconds left and after a New Mexico
minutes to go, Utah reeled off eight timeout, llostermundt was fouled and
straight points to take a 60-55 lead with went to the free throw line for u one-audone. She missed and Weinreis jumped
five minutes left.
"I called a timeout then to settle the high into the Jane to snare the rebound,
team down," Marpe said. "We weren't drawing a foul. Stepping to the, line,
running our offense and working the hall Weinreis sank both free throws to give the
around very well. We needed to penetrate Lobus a one· point edge.
more with our point guard."
With ten seconds left, Utah's lust
The Lobos returned from the timeout chance for a score was blocked by Redeau.
and scored eight straight points of their Marquez was fouled after picking up the
own to take a 63-60 lead with less than two loose hall and she dropped both fre<l
minutes left, on outside jumpers by throws to ice the victory.
Redeau led Lobo scorers with 21 points
Rostermundt, Marquez and Debbie
Weinreis. '!'he game then turned into an and Rostermundt had 18. Marquez scored
exciting, madcap finish, complete with 10 points.

lockets: $10, $9, $7, ASUNM!GSA !1 Pnce
UNM Student Rush at745 · $1.00

ARTISTS INTERNATIONAL INC. presetlls

>• •
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*
*
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*
*
*
**********************

Adults $250, STU/SRS $2.00 at the door

8:15

Contact: Lynn Wombold
Bureau of Business and
Economi(. Research
277-2216

players and let them go out there and win
it.''
Marpe said the team played with a lot of
poise and credited the victory to the
hustling guard play of Muffin Raff and
Sally Marquez.
"We liked the way Muffin played
against BYU, so we thought we'd use her
more against Utah,'' Marpe said. "She
plays very aggressively on defense."

Contrasts mark

Sawrdn\

RETURN TO THE TETONS

Friday
Feb. 29

*

*seeking students for telephone survey. Must be*
*available either evenings/week-ends or afternoons from**
~March 3 through April4.
*

AUDUBON WILDLIFE FilM
Charles Hotchktss Presents

'ruesday
I<'eb. 26
7:30

$3.50/Hour

'l'he Lobo women's basketball team was
blown off the court Friday night against
BYU, 92-70, but recovered enough poise
and gritty determination Saturday to nip
the conference leader Utah, 67-64, clinching a third place berth in the post·
season tournament.
This was the Lobos' first victory over
Utah.
Jean Rostermundt and Mary Redeau
dominated the scoring in the first half, the
Lobos opening up a nine-point lead before
dropping back to a 37-31 advantage at
halftime.
"I always feel that the team with the
coolest heads at the end wins the hall
game," UNM Coach Kathy Marpe said.
"We have some good players and
sometimes you just have to trust in your
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For complete details, call:

277-3121

The Soul hwest's Center for the Arts

Aprlicants will be intNviewed by the Board at ib 7:00 p.m.
meeting March 24 in Room 230 of the Student Union Building.
The board hos revi-;ed the editor selecton process to artommodillP
lt'thnology now employed by lh<~ Dailv Lobo ,md to quamntPP all
UNM ~tudertfS the o[Jportunily to dppiy. 1hree rdndi,ddtes will lw
ectt!d ell the meeting for inlrodurtlon lo and trdinln\J in lhe com·
ruterized newsroom svstern. An editor will be selected frorn
amonq the.oP umdiddfeo. dl thl' April 14. 1980 flub Btwd
nweting. The new l'ditor\ lmn I~ ;,cheduk•d to begin
12:00 Noon Friddy, April18. 19HO.
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Rock reborn in performance

George Tborogood

By Charles Andrews
Thank God and Chuck Berry
for George Thorogood.
I-Ie's a vital blast of energy
fmm the roek-and-roll era that
began ju1it about the time he was
born. He duck walks, kieks and
shakes his way through the kind
of show that made Chuck and
)!}!vis sex symbols from whom
America's fathers locked their
daughters away. He knows how
to play that guitar. He's what
rock and roll is all about.
George Tho1·ogood and the
Destroyers, his perfectly matched bass-drums-sax band, sent
two paeked shows at the KiMo
'rheatre into dancing ecstasy
Saturday night that never let up,
for more than 90 minutes per
show. The crowd was on its feet
within 10 seconds and never sat
down, never stopped dancing.
Even the punk rockers in the
crowd pogo-ed in delight to the
throwback performance of this
talented young rock and roller
who demonstrated the quartercentury-old cure for what the
~---·------~-~-~~-punks were legitimat_:~ griping

That's the dale when engineers from General
Dynamics will be here on campus to talk
technology with graduating engineering or
science students. We'll be here to answer
your questions and to tell you everything you
need to know about our broad spectrum of
opportunities and about how you can beg1n a
rewarding career with General Dynamics.
Located in Southern California. the
Pomona Division is a world leader in the
design and manufacture of tactical weapon
systems. We're growing and adding to

about. Send all your burned-out
over-30 friends who have
declared they've given up going
to concerts to see him and they'll
remember what it was all about.
Casually but enthusiastically
introduced by Stub, who appeared to be some bluesman you
probably should recognize but is
in fact the owner of a barbecue pit
in Lubbock who met the boys the
day before and was asked to tag
along to Albuquerque, the band
walked out and jumped right into
it, and within a minute
Thorogood was off the stage and
playing in the aisles. When he
returned to the stage and skipped
the length of it with that extended-leg hop-squat locomotion
Berry immortalized, the crowd
was his forever.
Thorogood's
musical
preferences seem to be the same
as the masters he emulates, so
his show includes heavy doses of
blues and rhythm and blues. It
was during an Elmore James
song that I was reminded that I
hadn't heard a really good guitar
player in years. He does a lot of

our engineering staff every day, and
there's outstanding growth potential for
motivated people. Talk to us about how you
can be involved with highly technical and
challenging state-of-the-art proJects with
General Dynamics.
Don't wait. Contact your Placement Office
now for your interview. Or. drop a line to:
Frank LeRoy, College Relations Coordinator,
GENERAL DYNAMICS. P.O. Box 3011,
Pomona. CA 91766.

tricks for show - playing the
guitar turned upside down,
playing behind his neck, playing
while kissing it and waving it
every which way. But he has as
well a bag of tricks for sound,
those little touches that most
players just don't bother with.
Thorogood is naturally the
focus of the show, but the
Destroyers are important. That's
their kind of music too, and while
their
enthusiasm
isn't
animatedly as obvious as his , it
shows musically. The rhythm
section consists of Bill Blough on
bass and drummer Jeff Simon,
who has been with Thorogood six
years. I was amazed when
Thorogood told me after the show
that Hank Carter, the sax player,
has been with him only four
weeks. He's a great blower, with
the licks if not the moves that
Bill Haley would have been proud
to have in the Comets.
'l'horogood's amp went out
shortly into "Madison Blues"
but the hand kept playing while
wires and connections were
checked alld finally a new amp
hooked up, and for about three
minutes Carter led the trio and
improvised so well you hardly
noticed the guitar star was
missing. There were frequent
sound problems during the
second show but it didn't seem to
faze the group at all.
For all his talent as a musician
and a performer, perhaps the
most noteworthy aspect of
George Thorogood is his attitude. His sole concern seems to
be with creating a good time, for
himself and the audience, with
little or no interference from that
destructive ego factor that seems
the constant nemesis of big-time
rock and roll. When he shakes his
ass or thrusts his guitar wildly
into the air it's because he feels
it, because he likes to do it and
the audience likes to see it. Twice
he descended from the stage to
play in the middle o£ the dancing
crowd. Several times he dipped
the end of his guitar toward the
audience and regally knighted
front row enthusiasts by lightly
tapping them on the head. Early
in the show when he wanted to
strip off his silver brocade jaeket
(getting down to basic black - t·
shirt, belt, slaeks, shoes) he
walked over and handed his
guitar to some guy on the floor to
hold while he turned his back and
took the COilt off and threw it on
the stage floor. It was only
slightly a matter of trust - he
had established a bond with
those people that is truly rare.
Joe Walsh's guitar would be
ripped to souvenir shreds, Ray
Davies would be raped if he ever
jumped off the stage.
'l'horogood said after the show
that they usually play small halls
like the KiMo, though occasionally they get an offer for an
arena-size show. Would he like to
be a big enough act to play
stadiums?
"Nah, this is what I like. You
can get close to the people in a
place like this. And close to the
women, you know?" Twice
during the second show I saw
contlnuod un page 9

C,ONTACT LENS SPECIAL

GENERAL CVNAMICS
Pomona Division
An Equal Opportunity Employer M·F
u S. CtttzenstHp Requtred

10.00 A14!11rgon l<tt J.9S
Call tor low prlcet on hard,

sofl or .. m .. ott lens•s

Casey Optical Co.
(l doors.,.....,, of Your Drug)
4306 Lomas at Washington

265-U46

on campus. Insured

Money Market
Certificate Accounts
1I 4% Higher Than Standard
182 day money market rates

This Week

12.263%

February 25 • 28
$5,000 minimum deposit, early withdrawal
subjed to substantial penalty
all accounts insured up to $40,000 by NMCUSIC

Coronado Credit Union
1712las Lomas NE

D

Hours: Mon-Thurs 10-3, Fri. 10-4:30

·

:

.
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Serving UNMIBCMC Employees LJ,Nf"',.

John Fahey (Photo by Dick Kettlewell)

Blues blend pleases audience
By Sherry Clancy
Following a radiantly energetic
performance by musician and
vocalist Linda Waterfall, master
guitarist John Fahey blissfully
hypnotized Saturday night's.
audience in UNM's Student
Union Ballroom. With the fervent alacrity of an ace
professional, Fahey's com·
positions flowed one into the
other and created a stimulating
current of musical images.
Dressed in a striped polo tshirt, baggy pants and loafers,
the unobtrusive Fahey stunned
listeners with a variety of original
and adapted musical techniques.
Fahey used two acoustic guitars
alternately during the per·
formance, one on his lap with a
slide - Dobro style - and one
upright, often in open tuning.
Fahey's musical forms are and
unusual blend of classical, jazz,
blues and folk styles. Similar to
the more famlliar works of Leo
Kotke, Fahey's evolution as a
guitarist maintains a distinctive
direction. His pieces are a
complex blend of tempos, chord
progressions and melodies, which
are musically logical and
disciplined, but not the least bit

Printmaker
to lecture
Painter·printmaker John Will
is scheduled to speak about his
work tonight at 8 in the Fine Arts
Center, Room 2018.
His talk is the third in the 1980
Spring Lecture Series being
sponsored by the UNM department of art.
Will, who is on the art
department faculty at the
University of Calgary, earned his
master of fine arts degree in
painting and printmaking from
the University of Iowa In 1964.
He has also studied printmaking
in Amsterdam and at UNM's
Tamarind Institute in 1970-71 as
a Ford Foundation Printer
Fellow,
Will's work has been
represented in more than 100
national and international group
print exhibitions. In addition, his
work is represented in many
collections, which include the
Library of Congress, Le Musee
International de !'Image in
France, the Museum of New
Mexico, the New York Public
Library and the Art Institute of
Chicago.

predictable.
Fahey expertly employed both
dissonance and harmony in his
musical statements. He could
play one melody on top of
another simultaneously, or in a
question-answer arrangement,
and his fingers looked as if they
were barely touching the strings.
He also made excellent use of
harmonics and a variety of
strumming techniques to produce
novel, multi·dimensional sounds.
During one number, Fahey
simply loosened the high Estring of his guitar, bringing
progressively lowering tones to a
resolution.
What Fahey lacked in stage
appearance, he more than
adequately made up for in a
stunning and satiating performance. After one encore,
Fahey was obviously drained of
energy,
and although the
audience knew it was unlikely he
would return for another, they
ceremoniously continued to
applaud and ask for more - a
courteous tribute to a veteran
performer.
Most of the visual sparkle of
Saturday night's billing was
provided by the lovely Linda
Waterfall. A young, yet com·
pletely confident singer, guitarist
and pianist, Waterfall dazzled
the audience with her versatile
and original compositions. An
obvious blend of a variety of
established styles, Waterfall's
own sensitive and dynamic
musieal personality shone
distinctively
through.
Reminiscent of such greats as
Laura Nyro, Joni Mitchell,
James Taylor, Art Garfunkel,
and
Joan
Armatrading,
Waterfall's music was impressively performed with a
minimum of electrical equipment.

Waterfall, admittedly religious
in that she worships nature,
wrote and performed a song
entiltled "Bird Song" in which
she used the full-range of her
three-octave voice to produce a
melodic and inspiring anthem to
free- flying creatures. She also
performed an unusual version of
the old standard "Blue Moon,"
and an emotional political
musical
statement called
"Bananaland. ''
An obviously pleased the
audience invited. Waterfall back
for an encore, which she
responded to by strapping on an
electric guitar and belting out a
hard-rock and roll number,
different from any other number
in her show. Each of her com·
positions were different from the
others and she displayed a great
ability to communicate with the
audience, while giving a polished
and professional performance.
Saturday night's concert was
produced by UNM's Popular
Entertainment Committee in
conjunction with Beaudaddy
Productions, both of which
should he congratulated for the
concert's success. The sound and
lighting were done very ef·
ficiently and sucessfully and the
whole evening was comfortable
and entertaining. It was one of
those concerts that provided
lnspimtion for the musician as
well as the audience.

Disco Display

ADANSKI~
Sale
There is nothing like the feel of a cotton
leotard. Danskin makes them and we are
selling them for 12% off the regular price,
'
tank, short and long sleeve available.
Winrock store only
Sale ends Sat. Feb •.23

883-8887

Rocker follows
old masters
continued from page 9

women hand him notes which he
stuck in his back pocket.
During the encore he did a fine
version of Chuck Berry's classic
crowd-pleaser, "Reelin' and
Rockin','' and the last verse he
stuck ill with grinning delight
captured the feeling:
"Looked at my watch and it
was quarter to one,
You gotta admit it, folks,
A lecture on "The Central
You're all havin' fun ... "
Building of the World of Johfi
Ruskin and the Royal Courts of
Justice of George Edumund
Street" is scheduled for today at
The Lobo incorrectly
3:30 p.m., in the Fine Arts
reported Friday, Feb. 22 that
Center, Room1020.
"Katachi: Form and Spirit in
David B. Brownlee, an art
Japanese Art" was scheduled
historian, is scheduled to speak;
to open Sunday, Feb. 24. The
he expects to earn his doctorate
show is scheduled to open
in June from Harvard Univesity.
Sunday, March 2, 1 p.m. The
The lecture is free and open to
Lobo regrets the error.
the public.

Royal Courts
talk topic

Correction

Next time you see
someone polluting,
•

•

potnt it out.
•

~I
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Rita's
Quilt'n Sewing Center
1606 Central S.E.

~--~.-~ -~~=~-~-------------------------

243-1452

LEARN
TO QUILT

Guitarist

6 Easy Lessons

debuts
old music

MATERIALS HJRNISHEB

Living Batch Bookstore
2406 Central Ave. SE
(Across from Johnson Gym)

Saturday program
offers art for kids

Er!ka Kirtley. 5, works on a clay sculpture (above), and
M1chelle M1ller (upper left), makes a time-exposure with a
camera made from an oatmeal carton.

One young girl, with more
paint on her arms than on her
painting, proudly displays her
art.
Meanwhile, a group of older
ehildren makes two-minute time
exposures using its home-made
l'nmeras. Five minutes later, they
see the results.
Their activities are part of
"Haturday Arts for Kids," a
UNM art education program.
A wide variety of specialties is
offered to the children, who range
in age from four to 12 years. The
time spent in a particular area is
determined by the youngster's
interest and age.
Phil Peterson, director of the
program, said the younger
children will move from one craft
to another about every half hour
while the older children will stay
in a specialty for about four
weeks.
The program is run every
semestet" and during the summer
with students in art education
giving the instruction to the
youngsters.
· Registration for participants is
$35 for a 12-week session.

John Chadwick

262-1619
Open o;even dt~ys a wt~ek

Calendars
35-50%
off

*~

INTERVIEW SUPERVISOR
$4.50/Hour

*~
*
*
**
*
*
**

*Seeking a student with survey experience to surwrvist>
*telephone interviewing. Must be available eveninq'> and*
*week-ends from March 3 through April 4.

Glenn McFarland

mastery of traditional guitar
music, but his desire to show the
guitar's historical background.
Included are some of the wellknown compositions of J.S.
Bach, Villa-Lobos and Benjamin
Britten. Other selections offer an
introduction to some of the
lesser-.known composers of
classical guitar music. Four
pieces for the lute by English
Renaissance composer John
Dowland are an example.
Of
Dowland's
work,
McFarland says, "I am extremely excited about playing the
music of John Dowland ... He
stretches the lute to its absolute
limits. There is a dangel' in
playi~g his music, because its

sublimity can hypnotize both
player and listener.''
On another piece, Suite for
Two Guitars, by William Lawes,
McFarland will be joined by
another talented young guitarist,
Pam White, who has accompanied him in other performances.
An important feature of the
lute and guitar is that they were
originally intended as chamber
instruments,
best-suited to
small, intimate audiences. Fol'
this reason, McFarland feels that
the KiMo is well-suited to their
playing.
Tickets for the concert are
available at the SUB ticket office
and at all Ticketmaster locations.

*
**
*

Contact: Lynn Wombold
Bureau

~>f Business

*
*
*
**********************
and Economic Research
277-2216

PROFESSIONS CLUB
Second General Meeting

Monday Feb. 25, 1980
7:00 p.m. 153 Ortega
Monday's guest speaker will be
Willard Porter speaking on the
intriguing topic of acupuncture

...........................
...•
•
MOTORCYCLES
office 1056 Mesa Vista phone 277·5819

-

••

••
••
••
•••
•••
••
••
••
•

Harpist Ann Eisfeller brought
a little culture and calm to the
hustle and bustle of downtown
Albuquerque Wedenesday, when
she performed heavenly :melodies
on her harp in a free, noon
"brown bag" concert at the KiMo
Theater. Her performance, part
of the Lunchtime Entertainment
Series, was sponsored by the
New
Mexico
Symphony
Orchestra.
This week's free entertainment
includes three films on energy (to
be shown today and Tuesday,
Feb. 26t and a concert by
classical
guit.arist
Glenn
McFarland Wednesday, Feb. 27, 'e
12:10p.m,, attheKiMo.
The Cello Quartet of the New
Mexico Symphony Orchestra,
guitarist
Daniel
Ingroff,
singer/Donna Stark and the
UNM 'rap and Ballroom Dancers
are slated to perform in March.
Audiences are encouraged to
bring their lunches. Call 766· 7816
for further information.

•
•••

Trevor Jochiinsen. 12, working in the advance sculpture group, gets some help from his father Stuart.

Lnrgrsl seleLiion of contemporary po('try
in New MPxico. Books on solar, l'lll'TflY,
PaSfPrn & western philobophy & religion
P!>Yrhnlogy, home building, <'lhnic ~tudh•o,,
modern fiction. sperit~l order !>ervin•.

**********************
**
*
*

Lunchtime
•
series
free fun

Photos and Text
by

By Ken Clark
Six years ago guitarist Glenn
Mcl:<'arland gave up a promising
musical career in jazz and rock to
pursue his growing interest in
classical music. Although at age
17 he had performed with top
professionals like B.B. King,
pianist James Williams, Jean
Luc Ponty and saxophonist
George Coleman, McFarland
concluded that "the quality of
music just wasn't there."
On February 29 at 8 p.m.,
McFarland, 23, now a classical
guitarist and lutanist, will make
his professional debut at the
KiMo Theater.
Under the tutelage of Hector
Garcia, UNM professor of music
and classical guitar virtuoso,
McFarland has developed
musicianship beyond technical
proficiency. He not only un·
derstands the capabilities of both
the guitar and its historical
precursor, the lute, but is versed
in the instruments' history.
McFarland said that the musical
traditions of both instruments
stem from their Eastern
European and Moorish origins.
But much of their development
remains a mystery, although
extensive research into the
development of these instruments has recently taken
place.
McFarland barely conceals his
enthusiasm for the creative
potentials of both instruments,
which doubtlessly has contributed to his development as a
budding virtuoso.
McFarland's selections for his
debut concert reveal not only his

WANTED
TOP PRICE PAID FOR GOOD CLEAN
HONDA YAMAHA KAWASAKI
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LOST & FOUND

MUST Sfil.l.: HONDA Xl-350, Dirt and street bike.
Approximately 1,000 mile\. llcll offer. Or will trade
!'or good P.A. 255·9349.
tfn
1974 FIAT. 128 St:DAN, FJWNl wheel drive, 25
mpg in dty, sc;,ooo mllc1. A1king $1200. Call 831·
3509 a fiN 2 p.m.
tfn
IIJ70 <iMC CARRYAlL EXC'Iil.LENT condition
thn>11ghout ~eat>, 10 .:omf<lrl~bly, power M~ering.
2nfi·l417.
tfn
Cl.AS~K .1966 MUSTANG 20(1. Cll) engine,
uutom~tic trnn,mhlion, whice, Cheap, $1400. Call
268-1510.
tfn
fOR SALE: SKI A()(HS, Nnrdicn 1\lpina, wwuen's
size, 8-8 1/2, good ~undillon, $40. After S p.m., 266·
3B lor 2%·~Z78.
tfn
UIC'YCJ.E FOR SAU·.. Schwinn women's 3 speed,
guod condition. Cnll265·6086.
2126
lliAC HOM£: STf:RHI cn"ette deck witb Doeby
,y,tcm. t'ull84l-76RCJ.
2127
l·URNITURE FOR Si\IE. King size bed, living room
;ct, de;k,, bar ''''Jh, etc. Reasonable prices. Call

lfll' !'liAilH. SIJI'HW l<w:uion near liNI\1 &
<lm\ntnwn. ll!ll 1crvilc every 31! minute.s. I betlroom
11r clfidency, $19~·$260. All utihlte1 paid. Deluxe
lmd1en with dilhv.a<,lwr & dJIPOial, re~rcation mom,
""mming pool, 'IV runm & laundry. Adult wmplcx,
""pel,, 1520 lJnivmity NF, 24J·2494.
tfn
NCJW t\VAI(ABl r SliCJRT term - unfurnished.
f Inc, l\\11, three bedroom apt~. Small pets; children.
Pun), 1auna, c~crmc ruonJ, •enni> .:ourt5. Sec;urity
guard>. 'i1>me fire places. Rent from $220. Office
hour' Mon.· Fri. 8·6, Sat. 10 6. 881·9883.
316
Iffii:i, ROOM APARTMENT walking distance to
PNM and T- VI. Available imnledialcly. Air·
•nnunion~u and nff·mcct parking. Rent $160 per
month, utllitic~ QXtra, $100 dcpooil. No pels allowed.
.' ·nll2SS-185S after 5 p.m.
l12S
( 'llh\1' {'JEAN ONE bedroom, newer furniture:,
yard, kids, pets. SlOO. Valley Rentals, 262·17.SI.
Small fcc.
2/25
WAJ.KINO J)JSTANCE. ARTIST two bedroom,
appliances, kid1, $145, no deposit. 262·1751. Valley
Rcnlah, 1mall fcc.
2125
SH!Of·.NT~ SP£:CJA1 LARGE three bedroom,
d1cf's kitchen, fenced, children, SISO, Valley Rentals,
262·1751, small fcc.
212$
UNM AREA THREE bedroom! house: fenced y~rd,
garage, fireplace, SJZS, 424 Tulane SE, 883·0429 or
W·8366.
2126
I!Ol'SI·MAT£, NI•EDE'll: NEED female non'mokcr Ill share house across from UNM. Partially
Jurm'>hcd. $150. 265·4841 e1ening1. Z66·1138 days.
2126

WANTED: WORK SlUDY clerical, no typing.
Mornings. EE<'S. 277-4924, 277·2436.
2127
STUDENTS: UP TO $4/hour. 30 people needed for
local radio ltation promotion, Clear speaking voice
and neat apperancc a must. No SERVl!. Work 9·20r
3·8. Apply in person at 124 Jack1on NE. (;:block west
of Sun Mal en off Centml, next ro New Chinatov.nl
intcf\icw from I(J.I2, 2·4, Mlm·Sat.
2. 29
CiRADtJA Th ASSISTANTS AND umlergraduare
advisor>: re,iden~e hall staff applicant\ twin~ IC>Ught.
f'arn mom, buartl, monthly sripenu. Graduaw
smdems uho re,eivc tuition waiver. Ar.ply: A~>odate
Dean of Student; Offke. La Fo1adu HulL l.>c.tdhne:
M~t'h 3, 19PO
2!2S
CIUJISl!WHIPS!
SAILING
EXPEDITIONS!
Sailing camp~. Nu expcnence. Good pay. Summ~r.
Career. Nalionwide, worldwide! '>end $4.95 for
applkatiowmfu.ircferrah to C'rui~~worlu 174. Bm
60129, Sacramento CA 95860.
2125
WANTED: POLLWORKERS FOR two day
ASUNM !980 Spring I:le~lion, April 7&8. Apply
Rllom 242, Student Union, Feb. 21·2~. Min. wage
raid.
2.'2$

7.

2126

WOOD RAN(iJ'. <;JX lid;. $4~0. 243-4321.
2128
J'I}CIRW GUITAR, AMP., hard case, strop, and
cord. All new• $275. for information, call Scott, ZS6.
WI.
21~
PIMENTH ( 'ONC'ERT (ilJITAR. $450. 242·8930.
2126

6.

EMPLOYMENT

ClVI'RSEAS JODS-SUMMFRtyear round. Europe,
An~crica, Austwlia, As1a, etc. All field~, $500·
$1200 monthly, expenses paid. Sight>eeing. Free
Information. Write: IJ(', Box 52-NB Ccorona Del
Mar, Ca. 92625.
2129
liALES POSITION. fUlXtnLH hours, part· time or
full·time. Very good income. Call for Jill8:30 to 12 at
Northwestern Mutual Lifc-883·5360,
2126
l.OVE BOAT WANTS you. Exciting careers ~nd
summer jobs, trnvcl the world. For details, rush $1 to
('ruise;hips lntern~tlonal, Box 530188, Miami
Shores, Fla. 331S3.
U25
WANTED: TRAINEES TO sell anu install telephone
sy.stems full ~nd pnrt·limc. Guy's or gal's. Flexible
hours. Send work brier ro Albuqurrque Communications, J220·APt. 0 Nakomis NE
AlbuqucrquP NM 87ll2.
2/26

S,

8.

NOB HJl.l. MOTEL. Reasonable dally and weekly

3110
GRI'A J' CONCERT PHOTOS NAJE, l:agle>,
Dylan, f'Jectwood Mac. Kama,, Ki11~mud1 more.

•.w~mg,

A<liJRA'tl: T\'l'lSTo - tran•
tcnn rJI'C"•· l~ncn, rc~umc,, manu~'rJilg,

.:'l.llllll"

2i21J

1\'I'IM·,, I 1>111"'0 INO CI>IIl Ncar llNM. 243tll'~

~1~5

\\cIt I II ) Ol' !Ill. I !ll eac.e ~·our IUffcrrng·• I N'q
~all<.

l'r,•tc"><'lhll u'!lth<'lrllg<.cnll"~. pemmal gro\1111

h•· "' \h" mrll!'''l< hrcalhmg therapie'< u11J ••thcr

Immigration &
Naturalization legal
Services

Covered
Wlragon

McCallltter, Faltllllld,Quary
Slr.,.r,Sttlbling P.C.

Ma&cen of Hol'd Met1e
Jndi•n J•welry

243·9744

RentaJq,

Dll\l· 10 <'lASS. C'arpetcd one bcdroon1, fenced,
k1d\, pet~.$!)(). Valle~· Rcntnls,262·1151. Small fee.
2129
SHARI·. 3 nOR. HOUSh £lose to UNM, SISS/mo.
plus. Available De~. 20,25S·I487.
2i2S
ONI; FfRSON TO ~hare l1nu1e "'ith one other
pcrll10. SlOO plus utd<tic~. 3·bdrm., fireplace,

hackyard, hc!ght~-196·1606
2.29
'>HARt HOllS{, 599 MONTH, includes utilities.
Quicr. dean ~on\ement from UNM. 266·2476, 2'29
O!lil: UHJR00\1 LllJI'IEX ncnt UN>,1 rutd TVL
~I~ Pin~. dean. S1"0 month, 26S·9249, 268·3280.
2#25
!\OW JU·NTINU N!·W 2 t>drm. apartment, un·
lurw,ft~u. '"erlt~okin!l' I'NM Tcnni> Club, stnvc,
rclrrgcrat"r ",d Jr()okup. S2~0imo. Elcc. dcposll.
t~IIKJtC:l l·rcd.~~J.6166orR2!-J2~8.
2.22

OlDYOWH

New Mexico
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily lobo
--~- time(s) beginning
, under the heading (circle one): 1. Per·
sonats; 2. lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. Housing; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment; 7.
Travel; 8. Miscellaneous.

Enclosed $-~-Placed by

2129

Telephone------

Classified Advertising Rates
164: per word, $1.00 minumum charge
Terms· Cash in advance
Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UN M Box 20, University of New Mexic0
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

2!26

26$-1849.

I OOK!NG HJR OI'Ftd; ur retail space for lease
near liNM? How abnm 100 sq. ft. just one block off
central, $350 monthly. owner will remodel. Call Jim
Walker, !niL Real f:llate Network, Lee Carroll
Company. 268·4521.
:v?Q

• H-\1.1·.1!;11
• l'l·TGHIT
• !\JSIIIKI
llirHII"i

3222C<'nfral SE
268·3949

~ ,;!}~

I

(.,~ TAl- CHI

I

s:=========::-::::::=:::::-· CHINESE
CULTURE
CENTER

2127

flllni-!IIh" APT. Nl'AR uni\cr~ity in great neigh·
huhntld.l'tdilic~indw.l~d. Call S21·6913.
2/ZS
\1\~'-1\K l.•AIWl·!'o<S AI' IS 1920
NE.
Afh>rdahle. nu:c, 2 Mrm. unfurnished. Great for
mommatc>. $23~. Call (i!oria, 26~·5005. Children
okay, no pete,.
212S
..,ll'DI:NT'i WI'! ('0!\II'. THRH'Iargc1 bcdroon"·
a~pl•an~cs, sllchcrcll prtl. k1lls. SI~O. S111all fee, 262·
17~1, Valley Rcntal5.
2i29
I :s!\1 Nh\RilY, NO dcpolil, t~~oo bedroom, modern
1urmd1ing1, $145, kids. 262·1751. reusable fee. V.alley

MISCELLANEOUS

rate•- 3':'12 Central SF near l.INM. l'bonc 2~5·3172.

!UlOMS l-OR R(·NT t.argc bouse, Kathryn SE,
cJtf'~lcJ, >hort b1kc rid~ to campus. $115 a month.
I 'all M1d1elc, 268·1637.
2126
H MAll· RCIOMMAU' WANTI'D to share 2·
h1lrm duple~. Qutct IICigllborhtlod, ten minutes from
I '!'l'f $100 plu1. ('l~11c, 2~54439, 88~·5360 af·
ICIIIUI\W,

TRAVEL

Nl'ED A I'ASSI·NOI'R Ill bclp with tr<t•el e~pcn'c,;?
Auverti~c in the {)AllYl ODO da'5ificd ~wion. tfn

&~:k~ I

MARTiAL ARTS
suppLIES ~ BOOKS

Vus;a;·

SERVICES
\\I \\1\~l lti~;~;~·;,;~hrll!" SJ7(,(,7,g

HOUSING

FOR SALE

lorn, 255 4°63.

Room105
t.

2128

5.

t

3015Gentral N E
Albuquerque, N.M 87106
N11xtto Lobo Theater

Phone

~70:23

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Damned:
Obs.
6 Trade
10 Qualified
14 Egg-shaped
15 Arum plant
16 Toboggan,
~.g.

49 Relative
50 Biting
54 Totaled:
3 words
57 Expiate
58 Visionary
59 Waver
60 Impetus
61 Singer Lily

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Wednesday's Puzzle Solved

17 Conductor's
stick

18 Confessing
20 Cuff
21 Thickness
22 Income: Fr.
23 Racetrack
25 Oddballs
27 Pushed
30 Criminals
31 Begrudge
32 Criticisms
33 Burst
36 Utilizer
37 Budges
38 Alaskan port
39 Mal de 40 Vegetables
41 Language
42 loud sounds
44 Originals
45 Armed vessel
47 Layer
48 Mr. Greene

62 Tidings
63 Step
DOWN
1 Swans
2 Grape-like
3 Pro4 Trip delay
5 Metric base
6 Delay
7 Dry riverbed:
Afr.
B Sody part
9 Luau fare

26 Trees
44 Fish part
27 Dross
45 Embrace
28 Socks
46 Calgary
29 Assign too
Stampede,
10 Nauti~al
many duties
e.g.
direction
30 Darts
47 Instruments
11 Retina areas: 32 Pilot
49 Worry
2 words
34 Exclude
51 Nucleus
12 Slow: Mus.
35 Writes
52 EarlyS.
13 Margins
37 Dessicated
American
19 Small groups 38 Teller
53 Legal paper
21 Tablet
40 Established 55 Samovar
24 Ex·Gi
41 Falsity
56 Letter
25 Has on
43 Cruise ships 57 Fore and~-r.:--'T':'!:--r~-.

